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ABSTRACT Generative text summary is an important branch of natural language processing. Aiming at

the problems of insufficient use of semantic information, insufficient summary precision and the problem

of semantics-loss in the current generated text summary method, an enhanced semantic model is proposed

based on dual-encoder, which can provide richer semantic information for sequence-to-sequence architecture

through dual-encoder. The enhanced attention architecture with dual-channel semantics is optimized, and the

empirical distribution and Gain-Benefit gate are built for decoding. In addition, the position embedding and

word embedding are merged into the word embedding technology, and the TF-IDF(term frequency-inverse

document frequency), part of speech, key score are added to word’s feature. Meanwhile, the optimal

dimension of word embedding is optimized. This paper aims to optimize the traditional sequence mapping

and word feature representation, enhance the model’s semantic understanding, and improve the quality of

the summary. The LCSTS and SOGOU datasets are used to validate proposed method. The experimental

results show that the proposed method can improve the performance of the ROUGE evaluation system

by 10-13 percentage points compared with other listed algorithms. We can observe that the semantic

understanding of the text summaries is more accurate and the generation effect is better, which has a better

application prospect.

INDEX TERMS Generative text summarization, encoder-decoder, enhanced semantic attention, empirical

distribution, improved word feature.

I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, with the rapid development of the internet,

the network platform has become an important way for people

to interact and communicate with each other, and that also

makes it easier for people to browse and publish information.

Information overload has become a serious problem with

the explosive growth of online data. In the face of massive

information, how to obtain useful data from it has become an

urgent problem in the field of information processing.

Text summarization is an important direction in the field of

natural language processing. Text summary refers to extract

the key information from a large number of texts by com-

puter. The text summarization is the significant technology of

information extraction and compression. Methods about text

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Imran Sarwar Bajwa .

summary have appeared as early as the 1950s. According to

the form of summary, it can be divided into extractive and

generative forms. Extractive text summary is the way that the

central idea of an article can be summarized by one or several

sentences in the article. Generative text summary method is

based on the understanding of the contextual semantics of

the article. It can summarize the article like human beings.

The summary does not need to appear in the original text, but

should be appropriate to the full text semantics. By contrast,

generative text summary is closer to human thinking and is

more accurate in reflecting the artistic conception of the text.

But it also relates to the natural language understanding and

text remodeling, which makes it more difficult to understand

the summary.

At present, deep learning technology has been widely used

in the field of natural language processing, including read-

ing comprehension [1], automatic question and answer [2],
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machine translation [3] and text remodeling [4] et al. The

text summary generation method is inspired by the neural

network model of machine translation. In 2015, Lopvrev [5]

used recurrent neural networks and LSTM (Long Short-Term

Memory) neural units to construct a summary generation

model based on Encoder-Decoder framework, and combined

with self-attention mechanism to generate text high-quality

text summary. In 2016, Rush et al. [6] proposed an improved

attention model for sentence summary and solved the prob-

lem of inconsistent sentence generation. Hu et al. [7] et al

designed an encoder-decoder structure based on RNN for

Chinese text summary tasks, and proposed a large-scale

text training corpus LCSTS. In 2017, Zhang et al. [8] used

character-level features as input to the seq2seq framework

based on LSTM. And the problem of too large dimension of

feature space is solved while ensuring the performance of the

model. See et al. [9] proposed a hybrid pointer generator net-

work, which guaranteed the accuracy of generating summary

for original semantic restatement and retained the ability to

generate newwords. In 2018, Chen [10] combined the hidden

layer semantics of multi-layer neural networks to solve the

problem of insufficient semantic understanding of the model

in order to improve the quality of summary generating.

IBM Nallapati et al. [11] proposed a text summariza-

tion method combining multiple features based on sequence-

to-sequence model with attention mechanism, which was

validated by the Gigaword dataset and the DUC dataset,

and got a great semantic result. Stanford University scholar

See et al. [12] proposed a generative text summarization

method, which can solve the problem of semantic repe-

tition in the process of text organization through pointer

network and coverage mechanism. In 2017, Google Brain

Vaswani et al. [13] proposed a new network architecture,

transformer, and based on this proposed a multi-head atten-

tion mechanism. This method completely eliminates repeti-

tion and convolution processes, has more parallelizable and

less training time. Experimental results on machine transla-

tion tasks have shown the method to be superior in quality.

In 2019, Guo et al. [14] proposed an ms-pointer network

that based on the multi-head self-attention to enhance the

semantic features by the combination of semantics, which

makes the semantic structure of abstractive text summary

more reasonable. Nowadays, the abstractive text summary

generation of long and short texts is a hotspot in natural

language research [15]–[19]. The multi-head attention mech-

anism is widely used in natural language processing tasks

such as machine translation and text summarization, and has

achieved good results.

In addition, in order to improve the training speed and

expressiveness of language models and assist models to

acquire better results, there are also many studies focusing

on sentence embedding and document embedding. Artetxe

and Schwenk et al. [20] proposed an architecture to learn

representations in different languages, which can solve the

problem of cross-language information utilization and multi-

ple practical scenarios sentence representations for different

languages. In 2017, Arora et al. [21] proposed an embarrass-

ingly simple but tough-to-beat sentence embedding method,

which is well-suited for domain adaptation settings, so the

sentence vectors trained on various corpora can be used

on different testbeds. And, Chatzakou et al. [22] evaluated

actual verification on doc2vec, and the results show that the

document embedding method proposed by Google Mikolov

performs well in various text tasks, and has better quality than

the vector obtained by the word vector averaging method.

Lau et al. [23] proposed theMultiSpot, a multilevel sentiment

analysis approach that combines word and sentence level fea-

tures to enhance emotional analysis. The experiment shows

that the combination of word level and sentence level features

can better understand the perceptual content of the document

and better capture the emotion of text expression than the

word level method.

However, there is a problem of Semantics-Loss in

sequence-to-sequence text tasks. As we all know, the essence

of the decoding process in the seq2seq model is a conditional

probability. In the decoding, the generation of the latter word

depends on the information of the previous generated word

and the attention mechanism. But as the length of the gen-

erated text increases, the decoding accuracy will decrease,

which reflects the asymmetry of the decoding. This phe-

nomenon occurs in both machine translation and text gener-

ation tasks, and we call it Semantics-Loss. The performance

of the Semantics-Loss problem is that as the length of the

generated text increases, the accuracy of subsequent word

generation gradually decreases. In 2019, Zhou et al. [24]

proposed a synchronous bidirectional decoding mechanism,

left-to-right and right-to-left decoding methods, and tried to

solve the problem of Semantics-Loss in machine translation

tasks, but the generated words may be confused. In this paper,

a Gain-Benefits gate structure is designed in the decoder to

solve this problem.

Facing different word-formation structures and complex

structured texts, how to generate summaries with sufficient

semantic understanding and high accuracy is an urgent prob-

lem to be solved. At present, the method of summaries gener-

ation and learning based on encoder-decoder is widely used,

that is, sequence-to-sequence text learning model, to generate

text abstracts. However, the ability of word-level or character-

level semantic comprehension can not be improved by linear

stacking of multiple network layers or increasing the ability

of replication of related words in the original text. When the

number of short text sentences is small and the length of

the text is various, the linear superposition of the layers of

the neural network can not make the model obtain good

quality.

From the above discussions, in this paper, an enhanced

semantic architecture is proposed based on sequence-to-

sequence with dual-encoder, Gain-Benefit gate and keywords

empirical probability distribution for text summary.

The innovations of this paper are mainly focused on as

follows: 1) The dual-encoder is applied to the encoder, and

the high-level encoder is used to obtain the global semantic
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information of the text, while the low-level encoder focuses

on the semantic representation of the original sequence in

the encoding process. 2) By the internal alignment rela-

tionship between global and local semantic information, the

attention mechanism is optimized to integrate the mixed

semantic information of dual-encoder and the hidden state of

the decoder. 3) The Gain-benefit gate structure is designed

to solve the problem of Semantics-Loss along with the

length increase of text summary length of in decoder. Mean-

while, The empirical probability distribution of keywords

is added to the decoder to accelerate the convergence of

the model and make the generated summary more accu-

rate. 4) Integrating position embedding and word embedding

methods, emerging POS (parts of speech), TF-IDF and Sco

(key scores) to improve the word’s feature representation to

improve the model’s understanding of word meaning. Spe-

cially, the optimal dimension of word vector generation is

optimized according to the size of corpus.

The organization of this paper is described as follows: In

Section 2, an enhanced semantic network model based on

seq2seq is proposed. The model includes a dual encoder,

an enhanced attention mechanism, and the decoder with

an empirical probability distribution and Gain-Benefit gate

structure. In Section 3, the improvement strategy of word

features is proposed, which combines word vector and posi-

tion vector, and adds new features such as POS, TF-IDF,

Sco. Then, the optimal dimension of word embedding is

optimized. In Section 4, the effectiveness of the method is

verified by experiments. Conclusions are given in Section 5.

II. AN ENHANCED SEMANTIC MODEL WITH

DUAL-ENCODER AND GAIN-BENEFIT GATE

In this section, the enhanced semantic text summary model

is designed, which consists of high-level and low-level dual-

encoder structure, the decoder with an empirical probability

distribution, and the Gain-Benefit gate structure. The detailed

architecture is shown in Figure 1.

In Figure 1, The high-level encoder focuses on context

semantic understanding, while the low-level encoder focuses

on the aligned input of text features and hidden state, which

forms a joint semantic vector representation. In the decoder,

the multi-layer unidirectional neural network is designed.

Meanwhile, high quality text summary can be output by

combining the Gain-Benefits gate structure and the empirical

probability distribution of vocabulary.

Where the global semantic informationM is generated by

the high-level encoder accompanied by self-attention mech-

anism, and the alignment vector of text features is generated

by the low-level encoder. The two vectors are emerged into

a joint semantic vector for the decoder. Qo is the vocabu-

lary empirical distribution to achieve fast convergence of the

model. GB is the Gain-Benefit gated structure to solve the

problem of Semantics-Loss due to the increasement in the

summary length generated. The above model is described in

detail in the following sections.

FIGURE 1. Enhanced semantic model based on seq2seq with
dual-encoder and Gain-Benefit gate.

A. DUAL-ENCODER BASED ON BIDIRECTIONAL

RECURSIVE NEURAL NETWORK

In this section, the design of dual-encoder is mainly intro-

duced. The abstractive generation of text summary requires

not only semantic comprehension of the full text but also

compression and reconstruction of the original text. It can not

generate high-quality summary through parallel alignment

of two languages as machine translation tasks. In order to

solve the problem of incomplete and inadequate semantic

information output by the encoder in the traditional Seq2Seq

model, in this paper, a dual-encoder structure is designed

to obtain global and local context semantic information of

the original text. As shown in Figure 1, The high-level

encoder maps the text input sequence (x1, x2, . . . , xn) into a

high-dimensional semantic vectorM through a bidirectional

recurrent neural network accompanied with a self-attention

mechanism. The low-level encoder focuses on the consistent

representation of local semantics of the original text. The text

input sequence (x1, x2, . . . , xn) is mapped to the hidden state

vector (h1,h2, ...hn) of the encoder through BiRNN. The

specific calculation method of the dual-encoder is described

as:

H = (H1,H2, ...Hm) = BiRNN(x1, x2, . . . , xm) (1)

SHi = VH tanh(WHH i) (2)

aHi = exp(SHi )
n
∑

i

exp(SHi )

(3)

M =
n

∑

i

aHi H i (4)

In equation (1), the original text is transformed into a hidden

state representation of high-level encoderH by a bidirectional

recurrent neural network. Then,H is mapped to the similarity

score by non-linear activation function tanh, where VH and

WH means the optimization parameter matrix. Equation (3)
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denotes that SHi is normalized by Softmax. In equation (4),M

is obtained by weighted summation of normalized score and

encoder’s hidden state information. M represents the global

semantic vector representation of the original text.

B. ENHANCED ATTENTION MECHANISM THAT

INTEGRATES GLOBAL AND LOCAL SEMANTICS

In this section, the design of enhanced attention is mainly

introduced. The attention mechanism originates from the

field of computer vision. The core idea of attention mech-

anism is to get the target area which needs to be focused

after browsing the global image. Subsequently, the attention

mechanism was introduced into the field of text processing,

which achieved good results.

In the task of text summary, attention mechanism is a

connection architecture between encoder and decoder to

solve the problem of inadequate text semantic understand-

ing in the Seq2Seq model. The traditional attention mech-

anism integrates the hidden state of encoder and decoder

into high-dimensional semantic representation by weighted

summation. The purpose is to indicate which word semantics

in the sequence should be paid more attention to by decoder.

On this foundation, the method proposed in this paper

integrates the global and local semantic information obtained

by dual-encoder into the attention mechanism, to enrich the

semantic information representation of the original text, and

enhance the model’s reading comprehension about the text.

The detailed design of the enhanced attention mechanism is

expressed as follows:

h = (h1,h2, . . . ,hn) = BiRNN(x1, x2, . . . , xn) (5)

SLti = S(hi,M,St−1) = VT
e tanh(Wh[hi,M] + V sSt−1)

(6)

aLti =
exp(SLti )

n
∑

i

exp(SLti )

(7)

C t−1 =
n

∑

i=1

aLtihi (8)

In equation (5), the sequence (x1, x2, . . . , xn) is mapped

to the hidden state vector (h1,h2, ...hn) by the low-level

encoder. In equation (6), the global semantic vector M of

the original text is cascaded with the hidden state hi of the

low-level coder, and transformed into the semantic repre-

sentation of the current state by optimizing parameter Wh.

The vector representation of the decoder’s current state infor-

mation is obtained by multiplying of hidden state St−1 and

parameter V s. Then, the two parts are emerged by the align-

ment of the corresponding elements and mapped to a fusion

state vector by the non-linear activation function tanh. The

fusion state vector combines the semantic information of the i

step at the encoder and the decoder’s hidden state information

at the t − 1 time. Where VT
e is optimization parameter. The

essence of the process is to map the semantic representa-

tion of attention mechanism and the hidden layer state of

encoder-decoder to similarity score by the activation func-

tion. In equation (7), the scores are mapped into prob-

ability distributions through Softmax. Finally, the joint

context semantic representation C t−1 is calculated with

the low-level state vector and the result of equation (7),

as expressed in equation (8). Enhanced attention mecha-

nism with dual-encoder structure combines global and local

dual-channel semantics, it can be better focused on the

abstract semantic features of the original text and acquired

richer semantic understanding.

C. DECODER WITH EMPIRICAL PROBABILITY

DISTRIBUTION AND GAIN-BENEFIT GATE

In this section, a decoder is designed with the empirical

probability distribution and Gain-Benefit gate. The tradi-

tional decoder maps the hidden vector at the current time t,

the high-level semantics of the context, and the output of the

decoder at time t-1 to the candidate probability result at time

t through the conditional probability function.

However, there are some problems in the decoding pro-

cess. The essence of decoding is to maximize the conditional

probability. The decoding of text summary accords with the

rule of generation from left to right. The accuracy of the first

few words of the generated summary is higher than that of

the last few words. And the accuracy of the generated text

summary is reduced from left to right. This phenomenon

is called Semantics-Loss. In order to solve the Semantics-

Loss problem in the process of text summary generation, the

Gain-Benefit gate structure is designed to solve the semantic

loss of decoding with the increasement in length of text

summary.

In addition, although the summary generated by the

decoder is not compulsorily derived from the original text,

the relevant part comes from the original text. On this basis,

the empirical probability distribution of keywords is intro-

duced to increase the tendency of the original words to be

selected when the summary sequence is generated by the

decoder, and to accelerate the convergence speed of the

decoder.

p(yt |x ) = Soft max(W cC t +WoSt + QSo + P t + bo)

(9)

QSo = WQ ◦ V + λo (10)

In equation (9), the SoftMax activation is used to normalize

the probability of each predicted word at time t by the fully

connected layer with the inputs. Where W c,Wo, bo are the

optimization parameters, C t is a contextual semantic repre-

sentation of integration global and local semantic informa-

tion, St is the hidden state of the current time decoder. Qso is

the empirical probability distribution of the candidate words

of the output sequence, and it is designed in equation (10).

WQ and λo are optimized parameter, and the ◦ means the

operation of Hadamard. V = (v1, v2, . . . , vm) represents

0/1 matrix composed of vocabularies, and vi = 1 when

the word has appeared in the article, otherwise vi = 0.
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The design of Qso can increases the output probability of can-

didate words that appear in the original text, and accelerate

the convergence process. Importantly, P t is the output vector

of the Gain-Benefit gate, which is described as:

a = sigmoid(W1C t +W2St−1 + yt−1) (11)

P t = (1 − a) ⊙M + a⊙ C t−1 (12)

As mentioned above, there is a problem of Semantics-Loss

in the decoding process, whichmeans the prediction accuracy

of words will gradually decrease with the increase of the

length of the text summary. The reason is that the word

yt−1 generated at time t-1 needs to become the basis for

word prediction at time t , but each prediction will lose part

of the semantics, which will gradually reduce the accuracy.

In order to solve this problem, a Gain-Benefit gate structure

is designed. In equation (11), the semantic supplementary

weight coefficient a is obtained through the activation func-

tion Sigmoid whose inputs are context semantic vector C t ,

state vector St−1 and yt−1. In equation (12), the beneficial

vector P t is obtained by emerging between high-level seman-

tic vector M multiplied by supplemental weight coefficient

(1 − a) and context semantic vector C t−1 multiplied by

supplemental weight coefficient a. The semantic supplemen-

tary weight coefficient a can control the contribution ratio

between high-level semantic vector and context semantic vec-

tor to the decoder. This strategy can effectively supplement

the semantic information lost in the previous step.

III. IMPROVED WORD EMBEDDING

In this section, the improved word embedding is designed.

Word2vec or Glove are usually used to generate word vectors

in natural language processing experiments. The former uses

the vector representation of current words to infer the vector

representation of surrounding words. The latter uses global

semantic information to make training faster. In principle,

both approaches focus on the relative position of words in

vector representation space, which is semantic similarity.

In order to enrich semantics, position vectors are emerged

into word vectors and new word features are added to the

model.

A. ADD NEW FEATURES FOR WORDS

The generated text summary should express the comprehen-

sible semantics containing the whole passage in a limited

number of words. So the order of words has a great influence

on the quality of the summary, such as ‘‘I love you’’ and ‘‘you

love me’’, the reversal of the position of ‘you’’ and ‘‘me’’

changed the subject-object relationship of the sentence and

also changed the original expression of the summary. It has a

significant impact on the summary results and quality.

This paper combines position embedding [25] and word

embedding to form a newword vector representation. In addi-

tion, POS (Part of speech), TF-IDF and Sco (key score) are

added to enrich the semantic features of words, which makes

the characterization of words more abundant and sufficient,

FIGURE 2. Improved word embedding model.

and provides better feature expression for model training. The

improved word embedding model is shown in Figure 2.

In this paper, all elements of words’ dictionary {x1, x2...xm}
are mapping into word vectorsW = (w1, . . . ,wm),wi ∈ Rf .

Meanwhile, the position of the word in the text is mapped

to the position vector P = (p1,. . . ,pm), pj ∈ Rf . Combining

position embedding and word embedding into a fusion vector

U = (w1 + p1, . . . ,wm + pm). The generating algorithm of

position embedding is described as follows.

PE (pos,2i) = sin(pos/100002i/dmodel )

PE (pos,2i+1) = cos(pos/100002i/d mod el ) (13)

Note: in the text that is segmented into length n, the posi-

tion POS of the word is mapped to a dmodel dimensional

position vector. And the value of the i − th dimension of the

position vector is PE(pos,i), The position vectors seem to be

the absolute positions generated by formulas, but the vector

of position (α + β) can be expressed as the linear transfor-

mation of position α vector with the help of the properties of

triangular functions of sin(α + β) and cos(α + β), and it also

provides the possibility of the expression of relative position,

which means that there are similarities with the essence of

word vector representation.

Most of the generated text abstracts are based on declara-

tive summary sentences, focusing more on nouns and verbs,

and paying less attention to adjectives with emotional color.

The TF-IDF index can reflect the comprehensive features of

words in the corpus. The POS (part of speech), TF-IDF and

Sco (key score) of words are simply connected at the back

end of the fusion vector U to form a new word vector. The

new vector as inputs of the encoder. The definition of Sco is

shown in equation (14).

Sco(wi) = β

p(wi) + β
(14)

whereP(wi) is theword frequency and β is the smooth inverse

frequency coefficient. In texts, the key degree of words is

negatively correlated with their frequency because of words’

number limitation, and the degree of correlation varies with

the corpus. The parameter β was introduced to balance the

effect of frequency on the criticality of words. Less frequent

occurrences may be more critical.

B. OPTIMIZING THE DIMENSION OF WORD EMBEDDING

In this section, we mainly introduce the dimension optimiza-

tion algorithm of word vector. Word2vec and Glove are the

most popular word embedding methods at present, but the
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choice of word embedding dimension is quite arbitrary at

present. There is no certain theoretical basis. The use of arbi-

trary embedding dimension in different corpus size can not

guarantee the optimality of the model, which will inevitably

affect the quality of semantic representation. A large number

of experimental studies have shown that too small selection of

word embedding learning dimension will result in semantic

loss, and too large dimension will pull in too much noise.

A good quality semantic high-dimensional matrix cannot

change the relative position of words in space no matter how

the matrix is transformed. In this paper, PIP (Pairwise Inner

Product) [26] is designed based on matrix perturbation theory

to design the optimal embedding dimension for the current

corpus and improve the accuracy of word vector representa-

tion. The loss function PIP is described as:

PIP(E) = EET (15)

E[

∥

∥

∥
ÊÊ

T − E∗E∗T
∥

∥

∥
] ≤

√

√

√

√

d
∑

i=k+1

λ
4α
i +2

√
2nασ

√

√

√

√

k
∑

i=1

λ
4α−2
i

+
√
2

k
∑

i=1

(λ2α
i − λ

2α
i+1)σ

×
√

∑

r≤i<s
(λr − λs)−2 (16)

Equation (15) is defined as the PIP matrix, and equa-

tion (16) is the expected estimator of the loss func-

tion. Where Ê ∈ Rn×k means the obtained word vec-

tor matrix, E∗ ∈ Rn×d is the optimal word vector

matrix not obtained,k, d represent dimension k < d ,
√

∑d
i=k+1 λ

4α
i is the deviation, which represents after k +

1 dimension will be lost when the word with the limited

k dimension of word embedding. 2
√
2nασ

√

∑k
i=1 λ

4α−2
i

and
√
2

∑k
i=1 (λ

2α
i − λ

2α
i+1)σ

√

∑

r≤i<s (λr − λs)−2 is vari-

ance. 2
√
2nασ

√

∑k
i=1 λ

4α−2
i denotes that the existence

of noise leads to errors in estimating the size of the

semantic matrix, which increases with the increase of

k .
√
2

∑k
i=1 (λ

2α
i − λ

2α
i+1)σ

√

∑

r≤i<s (λr − λs)−2 represents

the estimation error in the direction of semantic matrix with

the existence of noise, which increases with the increase of

k .α ∈ (0, 1], σ is the standard deviation for noise. λi is the

i-th empirical singular value parameter. In order to obtain the

best dimension of the word embedding matrix, the essence is

to find the balance point between deviation and variance, that

is, the minimum value of the PIP loss function.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS

A. EXPERIMENTAL DATA SELECTION

In this section, we mainly introduce experimental design

and experimental analysis. The experimental data sets of this

paper adopt the LCSTS dataset, which was proposed by Hu

et al. [7], and the SOGOU dataset, which was proposed

by Sogou smart-Lab with multiple categories text summary.

These two data sets contain news-headline data pairs from

different categories in entertainment, culture, education, mil-

itary, social, financial and other fields. The LCSTS data

set contains three parts, and the first part is selected of

this with 2400591 pairs of text abstracts in this paper. The

SOGOU data set contains 1359956 pairs of news-headline

data. Besides, there are 174 pairs of long text summary data

are included in SOGOU data set, which are used to verify the

effect of the proposed method on long text data. Note: All

datasets used in this article have been translated into English

by Google Translate.

For the task of text summary generation, the quality of

corpus data also affects the final experimental results. Data

sets need to be filtered to extract high-quality text sum-

mary data. Firstly, the datasets were preprocessed to remove

the text with length less than 25 and replaces the chaotic

characters, special characters and emoticons. Secondly, text

abstracts are highly compressed and reconstructed based on

language understanding. Comparing with the number of text

and summary, the number of text is reduced, but it still has a

certain degree of correlation.

According to the semantic similarity between the abstract

and the original text, the data are divided into three levels to

select high-quality experimental data pairs. 1 means the least

relevant, 3 means the most relevant. Text-summary semantic

similarity has a correlation of 1 in the interval (0,0.15), 2

in the interval (0.15,0.65), and 3 in the interval (0.65,1).

A semantic similarity algorithm is designed as follows.

vs = 1

|s|
∑

w∈s
IDFwvw (17)

cos θ = a · b
‖a‖ ‖b‖ =

n
∑

i=1

AiBi

√

n
∑

i=1

A2
i

√

n
∑

i=1

B2
i

(18)

Equation (17) focuses on the generation of sentence vectors.

|s| is the number of words contained in the current sentence,

IDFw means the inverse document frequency index of word

documents, and vw represents the word vector. The similarity

between text-summary pairs is calculated by cosine distance

as Equation (18). The partition of data sets is described as

shown in Table 1.

As shown in Table 1, we divide the data into three levels

of correlation according to the semantic similarity. On the

LCSTS dataset, as shown in Data Set I, the total number of

data is 2400591, which is used as the training set. Data Set II

is a validation set of 11504 randomly selected data from the

data of correlation degree 2 and 3 of Data Set I. Data Set III

contains 2535 pairs data, which is selected from Data Set I

of correlation degree 3. Data Set III data sets are used as

test sets, and these data will not be included in the training

set I. Similarly, the partition results of the SOGOU dataset

are shown in the table above.
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TABLE 1. Division of experimental data set.

FIGURE 3. Dimension optimal choice of word embedding.

B. EXPERIMENTAL PARAMETERS

In this paper, we use the Jieba word segmentation tool to

segment the corpus. We select 20,000 high frequency words

as the Dictionary Vocabulary of the coder. The optimal word

embedding dimension of the LCSTS dataset is 263, and the

optimal dimension of the SOGOU dataset is 204, which are

calculated by the paired internal product loss function PIP as

shown in Figure 3.

The high-level encoder uses 200 GRU neurons with a

3-layer BiRNN structure, and the low-level encoder uses

200 GRU neurons with a 3-layer BiRNN structure. The

decoder uses the beam search method with a beam size

of 5 and batch_size of 64,β = 10−3 is smoothing parameters.

The proposed En-semantic model with dual encoders runs on

the server PowerEdge R210 II for nearly six days to get the

final result.

The optimal dimension of word embedding is related to

the size of the corpus. Different size corpus is accompanied

by different word number, dictionary size and word structure.

The essentials of finding the optimal dimension of word

embedding is to calculate the best balance between deviation

and variance of the word vector matrix. As shown in Figure 3,

the PIP value of word embedding loss function for LCSTS

dataset decreases with the increase of dimension in 0-263

dimension, and increases with the increase of dimension after

263, and reaches the minimum at 263 dimensions. Conse-

quently, 263 is the optimal dimension of the LCSTS dataset.

Similarly, the optimal dimension of the SOGOU dataset cal-

culated by the PIP function is 204.

The quality evaluation methods of generative text sum-

mary can be divided into two categories: external evaluation

method and internal evaluation method. The external evalua-

tion method is to use the generated summary to perform the

related tasks of this paper, such as document retrieval, doc-

ument classification and so on. The quality of the summary

can be judged according to its application performance level.

The internal evaluation method needs to provide reference

summary. The higher the coincidence between the reference

abstract and the generated abstract, the better the quality of

the generated abstract. The most commonly used method is

internal evaluation. EDMUNDSON and ROUGE [27] are the

most frequently used internal methods for text summary tasks

in China and abroad. ROUGE is widely used in text summary

task evaluation. This paper, the ROUGE evaluation system

is used to evaluate the quality of the text summary. ROUGE

is a method for evaluating the quality of abstracts based on

the co-occurrence information of n-gram in abstracts, which

is oriented to the recall rate of the n-gram. In this paper,

ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2 and ROUGE-L are used to evaluate

summary quality and model performance.

C. ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this paper, we use the above data sets to carry out

experiments, including comparison experiments with refer-

ences [7], [11], [13], [24] and a self-contrastive experiment

was conducted on whether the fusion position was embed-

ded or not, and whether the dimension of word embedding

was optimized or not. Details of the experiment are expressed

in Table 2.

Seq2Seq+attention [7]: represents a neural network model

based on sequence-to-sequence with the self-attention mech-

anism.

Abstractive model [11]: stands for the text summary

model combining multiple features based on the sequence-

to-sequence model with attention mechanism.

Multi-head attention [13]: means the model of text sum-

mary based on a multi-head attention mechanism.

Sy-Bi+multi-head atten [24]: represents the synchronous

bidirectional mechanism, which contains left-to-right and

right-to-left decoding strategies in the decoder.

En-semantic-model+w2cPro(our): represents the enhanced

semantic model proposed in this paper, which includes new

word features without position embedding.

En-semantic-model+pos-w2cPro(our): is the enhanced

semantic model proposed in this paper with the word embed-

ding optimization algorithm that integrates position embed-

ding, word embedding and new word features.
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TABLE 2. Comparison of Rouge evaluation indicators between different
models on LCSTS dataset.

TABLE 3. Comparison of Rouge evaluation indicators between different
models on SOGOU dataset.

En-semantic-mode+pos-w2cPro+dimen(our): represents

the optimal dimension of word embedding based on the last

experiment.

From Table 2 and Table 3, we can observe that the

results of the model in this paper are better than those

of other listed models in the ROUGE evaluation sys-

tem. The ROUGE value on LCSTS dataset is increased

by 0.1-0.137, and the ROUGE value on the SOGOU dataset

is increased by 0.1-0.139. which shows that the model with

dual-encoder and Enhanced-attention designed in this paper

has richer context semantics and better language understand-

ing. And through the self-contrastive experiments of the last

three groups, we can see that the improved word embed-

ding technology, including new features and optimization

dimensions, has played a good role in assisting the model.

On the LCSTS dataset, the ROUGE value is 0.01-0.03 higher

in combining with position embedding than that without

position embedding, and the ROUGE value with dimension

optimization is 0.01-0.03 higher than that without dimension

optimization. Similarly, on the SOGOU dataset, the ROUGE

value is increased by 0.02-0.06 compared to the method

without dimensional optimization and position embedding.

Table 4 is an example of several text summary tests, includ-

ing the original text and summaries generated using different

models. The models are Multi-head attention, Sy-Bi+multi-

head atten,and En-semantic-model+pos-w2cPro+dimen

(our).

TABLE 4. Text summary comparison generated by different models on
SOGOU dataset.

Table 4 is an example of experiment generation summary,

which contains the original text and the summary generated

by each method.

From example, we can see that the method designed in this

paper has the characteristics of dual-channel semantic asso-

ciation and new word feature, and the accuracy of abstract is

higher. The noun ‘‘eating and sleeping’’ is clearly extracted,

and the generated word ‘‘methods’’ is synonymous with the

original word ‘‘ways’’. Comparing with the core word ‘‘diet

and sleep’’ generated by other methods, the accuracy is not

enough, and the accuracy rate gradually decreases as the sen-

tence length increases. The sentence generated by the method

proposed in this paper performs well overall. The experimen-

tal comparison expresses that the advanced semantic model

in this paper has a good performance on the ability of text

compression and remodeling, and has a better understanding

of semantics and a higher quality of summary.

In addition, in order to verify the effectiveness of the pro-

posed method in long text, we selected 174 pairs of long text

summary data samples from the SOGOU dataset for exper-

imental verification. The original text of this data sample

contains 400-500 words, and the summary is that the central

idea of the original text contains 60-80 words. We use this

part of the long text dataset to verify the effectiveness of the

method proposed in this article. Details are shown in Table 5.

From Table 5, we can observe that in the long text experi-

ment, the text generation quality of eachmodel in the ROUGE

evaluation system is between 0.25-0.35. However, themethod

proposed in this paper reached 0.39 in the ROUGE

evaluation system, which improved the ROUGE value

by 0.07-0.14 compared with other methods. The results show
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TABLE 5. Comparison of Rouge evaluation indicators between different
models on long text from SOGOU dataset.

FIGURE 4. The comparison of semantics-loss of different models.

that the Gain-Benefit gate structure designed in this paper

plays a positive role, which makes the method proposed in

this paper have better results.

Meanwhile, we also verify the performance of different

methods in the face of the problem of Semantics-Loss.

We have selected two methods with better performance,

Sy-Bi+multi-head atten and Multi-head attention, to com-

pare with the method proposed in this article. The sentence of

summary generated by the test set is divided into three parts,

part 1, part 2, and part 3 from left to right. Part 1 represents

the front part of the abstract, part 2 represents the middle

part of the summary, and part 3 represents the end part.

Because ROUGE-1 is a 1-gram unit word structure, it can

accurately evaluate the accuracy of generating words. So, the

ROUGE-1 is used to verify the scoring and semantic loss of

different parts as the sentence length increases. Details are

shown in Figure 4.

As shown in Figure 4, the ROUGE-1 value of the Multi-

head attention mechanism method is reduced by 0.3-0.35

from part 1 to part 3, which indicates that the semantic

loss is large. The ROUGE-1 value of the Synchronous Bidi-

rectional decoding model was reduced by 0.23-0.39 from

part 1 to part 3. The enhanced semantics method proposed

in this paper is only reduced by 0.048-0.18 from part 1 to

part 3. Experiments show that the Gain-Benefit gate structure

designed on the decoder side of this method plays a positive

role in the summary generation process. The Gain-Benefit

gate weakens the problem of Semantics-Loss as the summary

length increases. It can be seen that the method proposed in

this paper has a precise understanding of text semantics, and

the generated summary has high accuracy.

V. CONCLUSION

Through studying and researching the task of genera-

tive text summary, this paper proposes a text summary

generation model (En-semantic model) with dual-encoder

and Gain-Benefit gate to solve the problems of and

Semantics-Loss and insufficient use of context semantic

information, insufficient semantics understanding of tradi-

tional attention mechanism and low accuracy of generating

summary in current text summary generation model. Our

model integrating global and local semantic information to

improve language comprehension. Meanwhile, new word

vectors are synthesized by combining position embedding

and word embedding methods, and parts of word, word’s

index inverse document frequency and word’s key-score are

integrated into word vectors to improve the understanding

of words in the model. Secondly, for the skip-gram model

of word2vec, the word embedding matrix is optimized by

the pairwise inner product loss function (PIP) with unitary

invariant properties, and the best word embedding dimension

is selected for the current corpus, and the best performance

of word vector representation is achieved. Finally, through

the ROUGE evaluation system, the enhanced semantic model

proposed in this paper has better performance than other

listed models.

The text summary generation task is an important branch

of natural language processing, and has important value in

practical application tasks such as document retrieval, text

classification, and text clustering. The performance of this

model needs to be improved when dealing with texts with

special names and unfamiliar nouns, so further research will

be done in this area in future research.
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